
Annex A to:  The April Country Diary 2022.              The Tail of The Strathmore Hedgehog.                                                                                                            
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One sunny April morning a plump hedgehog was awoken from its winter slumber by 

the buzzing of insects and the dawn chorus of the songbirds welcoming the early 

sunrise.  Was it time to get up and investigate the world again?  Also it was hungry!  

Pushing aside its bedding it ventured out of its shelter onto the freshly growing grass. 

Firkling about, it soon got lost in the undergrowth until it found itself caught.  It had 

blundered into a “humane Rabbit Trap” set up by a local gardener!  However all 

was not lost because that same gardener checked his traps regularly and much to his 

surprise found a hedgehog, not a rabbit, in need of re-homing out of harm’s way. 

What to do?  Obviously the hedgehog needed a safe place to roam so it was popped 

into a cardboard box as a temporary measure and some earth worms were dug out of 

the garden to feed it up whilst a rehoming plan was put together.  The gardener knew 

not to feed it on bread and milk but what was the best place for an “early” riser to 

settle down as The Spring weather improved.  Early April was not the best time for 

easy foraging – but the hedgehog had a mind of its own.  It knew exactly what to do! 

Looking around for signs of danger, and being short-sighted at the best of times, the 

hedgehog eased its bulk over the lip of the cardboard box and took the risk of falling 

as it eased its way down the side and dropped to the ground.  Its spines broke its fall 

and no harm was done.  Once on ‘terra firma’ it looked about to ensure that the coast 

was clear and at best hedgehog speed (they are quite nippy actually) ------ 
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It made its way back to the security of its “Homemade Hibernaculum” to sleep out 

the rest of the cold month until after the last frosts of April and the real Spring began!  

Meanwhile, the gardener wandered off smiling contentedly to himself.  ☺ 

The Tail of “The Strathmore hedgehog”           

  - A cautionary lesson learned ! 
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